“One of children’s favourite games is to build themselves a house using a big cardboard box, four stakes and a blanket or any other object at their disposal. The most important thing is to have a house on their own scale, a private space made to their measure, where children can hid and play sheltered by walls and roof, where only children can be invited in, while admission to adults is forbidden. Children can enjoy assembling this house by themselves (with help of an adult), then founding a place for it and decorating it as they prefer, colouring the drawings on the façades.”

Javier Mariscal

Designer in Magis
Small house

Material: cardboard. Complete with stickers for personalization. Magis Me Too logo is stamped on each product of our collection vouching for their originality.

Matt colour
White

Villa Julia — design Javier Mariscal, 2009
Technical Sheet

The information included in this product sheet are based on the last data in our current pricelist. Magis reserves the right to modify the products without notice.
Mariscal’s professional activity has always moved easily and confidently from one discipline to another, thanks to his untiring curiosity and his passionate drive for innovation, contributing to make everyday life more interesting, easier and friendlier. Mariscal is internationally renowned and his work reverberates widely in the media, due to the fact that he knows how to communicate directly with the general public, as does his work. Since his great speciality is drawing, his approach to any commission is an artistic one, using a universal, timeless language which adds value, uniqueness and emotional depth to his projects.